Frequently asked questions
✔What is a common application procedure like?
Filling in application form→Choosing courses→Paying program fees→Registering
courses→Preparing to fly (Flight tickets, insurance, passport, ESTA, optional English lessons,
other forms to submit)→Program begins

✔When is the deadline to apply?
There are no deadlines to apply, but the courses and dorms are subject to be full and unable to
apply for. We recommend you to apply as soon as possible. Feel free to ask us for the availability
of the courses and dorms.

✔Are there any other Japanese students in the program?
Since it’s a well-known summer camp in the U.S., many local students are the participants. There can be a
few Japanese students, but the majority of the classmates will be local students, and students from other
countries are also expected to attend; English speaking environment is guaranteed. Since there are
international students, teachers are all accustomed to taking care of them.
*One class consists of 1-15 students. 70% are locals, and 30% are internationals.
*This ratio can differ depending on the registered particular course

✔I feel anxious about my English proficiency.
80% of our previous participants had anxiety about their English ability before the program
began. But since this program focuses on cooperation for accomplishing group projects, it is
easier for students to break the language barriers. Also, teachers, teaching assistants, and other
staff members know how to take care of international students from different language and
cultural backgrounds, and they speak English as clear as possible. In the classroom, students
can use apps and dictionaries for better communication with teachers and other students.
●

Recommended tools in the classroom: Google translator, electronic dictionary

✔No prior knowledge on STEM required
This program offers tech classes for beginners as well as for intermediate and advanced STEM
students. Also, the teachers will give extra supports if necessary is there in the classroom.

✔Activities outside the classroom
Since this camp offers classes for students from all over the world, it focuses on cultural
exchanges. Everyday activities such as campus tour, sports, gaming, shopping, and movie night.

✔Staying in a dorm
It depends on the camp, but 10~12 years or over (normally 12) are allowed to stay in the Stanford
dorms. Students who are 18 years old are required to submit forms for background checks. Each
room in the dorm usually has 1-3 students in it, and the shower rooms and bathrooms are
shared. We will arrange host families or hotels when necessary.

✔What does Silicon Valley tour include?
Silicon Valley tour is conducted from 10 to 17 o'clock on Saturdays. We offer this tour to the
participants who apply through our application (not the local students). Our tour destinations are
chosen from Google headquarter, Facebook headquarter, Apple headquarter, Oracle
headquarter, Intel Museum, TESLA showroom, NASA Museum, Computer History Museum,
and/or shopping malls.

✔Can the participants get a certificate after the program?
Official Certificate of Completion form is given to students who have completed the program. The
form includes messages from the teacher.

✔How is the safety on campus?
We prioritize the children’s safety. All the staff at the camp have gone through the background
check by the American government and had completed training programs on emergency
life-saving and CPR. All the programs are held on campus. (For Silicon Valley tour on Saturday,
our company receives the permission to pick up/drop off students at the designated location.)
On-site police officers patrol on camps. Also, the camp director and our company's staff members
are reachable by telephones.

Look Forward to Seeing You
in Stanford!

